FOREWORD

This edition of the Hindustan Year Book is the 27th since its publication began in 1933. It has been our constant endeavour to include major new features every year and this has been done this year also. Exhaustive revisions and additions have been made in almost all the basic features of the book. Every year we try to produce a better book providing greater usefulness.

The editor acknowledges with thanks many letters of useful comment of criticism and invites suggestions for improvement of its services to readers.
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S. C. SARKAR
Every drop purifies your blood!

It is blood which carries nourishment to all the tiny cells which make up the body and the brain and thus sustains life itself. Think of the dangers you face when this blood becomes impure.

Often, itching, scabies, ulcers, eczema, boils, rashes, gout and many other complicated diseases beset upon you and make your life miserable.

SARIBADI SALSA is reputed for decades as the world’s best blood purifier. It clears the bowels regularly, cures all skin and other diseases arising out of blood impurities, tones up the liver, increases the appetite and thus helps formation of new, rich blood which ensures a sturdy health for you.

SARIBADI SALSA
the best blood purifier
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Calcutta Centre — Dr. Narash Chandra Ghose, M. B. S. (Cal), Ayurved-Acharya, N. Goalpara Road, Calcutta-19.